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Outsourcing Your Back Office
-

The Best Practice Approach

Looking for ways to trim costs? Outsourcing can not only provide cost savings but

also streamline your back office processes, reveal new efficiencies and provide the

agency with valuable insights to its financial health.

 Identify what “Back Office” typically mean within the home health & hospice industry

 Identify what it means to outsource your back office tasks

 Identify the benefits of outsourcing your back office tasks

 Identify the transition process to an outsourced back office

Today’s Objectives:
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 Accounting, bookkeeping, payables – all accounting functions can be outsourced

 Payroll – almost always outsourced, QuickBooks can do it but not very well for our industry

 Human Resources (often bundled with Payroll) – many functions within HR can be outsourced 
along with Payroll

 Billing, collections, coding, chart reviews – these functions can be outsourced but it isn’t always 
a good fit for agencies, this needs special evaluation before outsourcing completely

Back office functions:

 Outsourcing back office tasks means you hand that duty off to an outside company to handle the 
detailed tasks involved in running the back office so that you can have the time and freedom to do 
what you need and want to do.

 Outsourcing does NOT mean you give up control of anything – other than data entry and who wants 
that anyways?

 Outsourcing provides an expert with that particular skill set so you can be an expert in your area

 Outsourcing can provide a full team with deep experience and knowledge in your specific industry and 
a wide variety of skills to pull from, providing an entire group of shared knowledge

Outsourcing:
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 MINIMIZES HIRING NEEDS:  When you outsource your back office functions you eliminate the 
need for recruiting, hiring, training and retaining those positions internally.   This can save a lot 
of money, time and frustration.  Hiring and retaining nurses is hard enough!

 PROVIDES TIME & FREEDOM:  Outsourcing frees up your time and gives you freedom to leave 
the details to someone else so that you can focus on what you need to do – marketing, strategy, 
vision, networking, relaxing, time with the family, whatever that is for you.

Benefits of Outsourcing:

 ACCESS TO A TEAM OF EXPERTS:  As opposed to hiring a single accountant, you can hire a firm 
that provides a team of accounts – one might be the bookkeeping expert, another might be a 
tax expert, etc.  So that when the occasion arises, you can get a full spectrum of help from one 
source.

 SAVES MONEY:  Often you can outsource your back office functions for an annual costs less than 
what it typically costs to hire those positions in-house.  An outsourced firm is staffed with 
experts in that specific tasks only, they have created the systems and processes to provide 
efficient services allowing them to service many agencies at one time for a specific need.

Benefits of Outsourcing:
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 TEDIOUS, FINE DETAILS & LOTS OF COMPLIANCE:  

 Payroll has to balance to the penny, every time

 If someone’s check is $20 off, it’s a big deal  

 Tons of compliance involved, lots of liability on the line

 Can involve very complex rules such as overtime

 Trust liability involved, you are withholding taxes from employees, that is not your money 
but rather the employees and must be paid into the government

 Can be very manual when done in-house

 Reputable service provider will keep you in compliance and out of trouble

Payroll:

 TRANSITIONING:  

 Typically the service provider will do most of the heavy lifting to assist with the transition

 Can be done mid-year and mid-quarter, first of the year is easier but shouldn’t be a reason 
to wait months and months to make the change

 You will provide:

 Current Year To Date balances for all employees if mid year

 Employee details – or have the employee onboard themselves in the new system

 Company specifics, pay periods, pay dates, rules for PTO, etc

 With that data, the service provider sets up the payroll and off you go

Payroll:
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 INCREASING LIABILITY RISK:  

 Many service providers have an “add-on” HR module or service

 As agencies grow adding more and more employees, the need for HR increases drastically

 HR services can provide help with policies forms, reviews, disciplinary action, handbooks, 
etc.

 Rules change for employers based on number of employees and can catch companies off 
guard quickly

Human Resources:

 EVERYTHING IN ONE PLACE:  

 Having all accounting services provided by one team creates cohesiveness in your agency.  

 Ensuring that your accounting provider and payroll processor work seamlessly together enhances 
this cohesiveness by eliminating the need for you to provide information back and forth and 
answer unnecessary requests.

 Using the same team for tax and cost reporting reduces the year-end burden on the agency and 
simplifies everyone’s life because there is no back and forth information requests, etc.

 COST SAVINGS:  

 Leave it to the experts

 Experts leverage technology to save man hours

 Processes and systems are already designed to handle what you need done

Accounting:
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 TRANSITIONING:  

 Typically the service provider will do most of the heavy lifting to assist with the transition

 Can be done any time of year – busy season might be tougher (Jan – Apr)

 What you will provide depends on what has and has not been done, but might include

 Most recent financial reports, tax returns, cost reports

 Bank & credit card statements, most likely read only online access

 Prior bookkeeping files or QuickBooks Online invitation

 With that data, the service provider will catch things up and keep them current

Accounting:

 GETTING THE RIGHT EXPERT:  

 This is a critical function to the agency

 Must ensure it is done correctly to avoid serious consequences

 Look at timelines involved for billing – how quick will your claims be submitted?

 Ensure they also provide collections services or someone on your team handles that end

 If the agency has good staff for this, sometimes it makes sense to keep this in-house

Billing, QA, Coding:
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 GET AN EXPERT

 SAVE MONEY

 REDUCE HIRING NEEDS

 REDUCE COMPLIANCE RISKS

 SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFE

 EASE YEAR-END BURDENS

 FOCUS ON PATIENT CARE

Final Thoughts:

Ways to Reach Us

T e l e p h o n e

512-249-8342

L o c a t i o n

8700 Menchaca
Suite 403

Austin, TX 78748

E m a i l

amy@knighthcfinancial.com

W e b s i t e

Knighthcfinancial.com
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